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Abstract. During the development of a product, it is necessary for a
designer to attempt the special needs of devices and also the target users.
To help designers with the problem to attend users’ needs, a technique
called Personas is applied during the project. Usually, the Personas cre-
ation process is manual, lengthy and also it doesn’t have a attendance
during the project. With this objective in mind, this paper presents a
process to automatize and to address the users needs through Personas
during the whole project.

Keywords: Knowledge Extraction, Q-SIM, Clustering, User Modeling,
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1 Introduction

Designers need to identify which kind of devices will access and who are the users
for the systems they are creating. Devices and users identification are important
to comply with particular requirements for the project. To meet all devices needs
is a hard task due to lots of different types of these devices. This task becomes
harder when designer has to identify particular features for each target users.
The users’ diversity is wide and to analyze each one is a task that spends a lot
of effort and time from the professionals.

An alternative to analyze users’ needs is clustering into groups with similar
features or characteristics. Thus, the designer’s analysis becomes easier. Jung [7]
presents a technique called Personas, where he says that each person assumes
a role according to an inserted scenario. Cooper [2] popularized Personas to
generate a user model which is capable to represent a users’ group. This model
was defined as hypothetical archetypes of actual users, in other words, despite
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it represents real users of the system, the Persona is not real, it is a fictitious
character as defined by Aquino Junior [1].

To adopt this technique in the FINEP PEAP-PMPT project, telemedicine
field, we found another problem. How could be possible to create Personas in
an automatic way to improve constantly the system and more, to apply this
knowledge into future projects.

Therefore we create a process to apply in the project such is possible autom-
atized the improving of Personas. The process presented in section 2 uses the
clustering technique to group users information. The clustering technique search
for identifying in a finite data set some features to form groups, where elements
inside a group are more similar to the outside of the group [10].

Next sections are discussed the algorithms tested and the process applied on
this work.

2 Automatized Improving of Personas Process

This section will present the process to improve Personas in a automatized way
and also to compare the clustering algorithm used during this work to construct
the process. Figure 1 presents the process proposed in this paper.

Fig. 1. Process to improve Personas automatized

First step of the process is capture information of the system’s use through
the log component. This information is important for designer identifies which
difficult users have during the system’s use and what is he real computational
experience. All this data is stored into a database to the clustering algorithm
work after. The information capture in PEAP-PMPT project was: (I) Time to
fill a text field; (II) Type speed; (III) Percentage of Backspace use; (IV) Errors
during fill a form; (V) Relapse errors in a form; (VI) Double click; and (VII)
Wrong clicks.
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With the information collected and stored into the database, it is necessary
to execute the clustering algorithm to obtain the group of similar users and so to
improve the Personas acquired in the begin of the project. Algorithms present
in table 1 were studied to identify which present better results.

Table 1. Clustering Algorithms studied

Algorithm Parameter / Property

k-means k∗: number of groups
DBSCAN ε: distance between two points
Affinity Propagation θ: threshold of similarity
RObust Clustering using linKs (ROCK) k∗: number of groups
QROCK (Quick ROCK) θ: threshold of similarity
Q-SIM (Quality Similarity Clustering) Q: similarity desired

ROCK and QROCK algorithms [3] were created to perform with categorical
data, in other words, text data. This feature exclude them of the comparison be-
cause the user data can contain different kind of data like categorical or numerical.

K-means [6] needs that the designer informs the number of clusters that he
wants. This parameter becomes the process imprecisely because designer doesn’t
have how to analyze generated groups and he also doesn’t know how many groups
exist into database.

DBSCAN [4] present some good results but when database has density in-
formation it returns bigger groups and sometimes only one group for the entire
database. This kind of result is not good for a user scenario due to the gener-
alized result. To represent a big size population with only one group is almost
impossible.

Next algorithm analyzed was Affinity Propagation [5], despite it works with
similar measure between the elements in database its methods have some prob-
lems. Usually, Affinity Propagation creates some big groups and another small
groups due to this features some groups are generalized or specific.

The last algorithm tested was Q-SIM [9]. It demonstrates a better result
during the tests, because the designer only needs to inform the similarity degree
that he desires and Q-SIM will find the number of groups keeping the quality
of similarity between elements’ group. Therefore, we use Q-SIM algorithm to
create the cluster and to support the improving of Personas features.

With groups created, we need to find a central point that represent the infor-
mation of each variable in the group. To perform this task, a method present by
Masiero et al.[8] is applied. This method applies a dispersion measure in each
variable of the elements. These measures are mean, median or mode.

Values obtained in this process are analyzed and then inputted into the Per-
sonas description in a narrative way. It helps the designer to identify if ap-
pears new Personas and improve new features into old ones. This improvement
helps to update the system’s interaction. Thus, the process is complete and it
is possible to improve the Personas automatically without using interviews or
questionnaires with the users.
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3 Conclusion

In the end of this research, we identify the related techniques of data mining to
support a new process to improve Personas automatically using history data of
use’s systems. This new process is part of a research to create a new clustering
algorithm to support creation and improving of Personas automatically [9].

This process is important due to facility the identification of user needs which
turns possible the update of the system and application of this knowledge into
future projects.

Beyond that, the mechanism was important to capture the information about
computational experience of the doctors of PEAD-PMPT project. It turns easy
to acquire the information about them because the process is automatically and
they don’t have much time to give us interviews and make many tests.

It also was identified a set of variables that allows to know computational
experience and some difficult faced by the user during the interaction of the
system. As a future work, we are studying the evolution of Personas during the
lifecycle of the system.
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